
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
The Accessory Collection





The Accessory Collection is a stunning showcase for the extraordinary 
skills of the craftspeople at the modern Home of Rolls-Royce in 
Goodwood, England. Each piece is made using only the fi nest materials, 
displaying all the refi ned quality and excellence of Rolls-Royce Motor 
Cars. These accessories bear all the hallmarks of over 100 years of 
tradition and innovation.   

Designed without compromise, The Accessory Collection 
sympathetically complements the aesthetics of the exterior and perfectly 
enhances the interior features of your car. At the same time, every 
feature allows you to make your mark, personalising your Rolls-Royce 
motor car so it becomes a unique expression of your individuality. 

Welcome
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Torsten Müller-Ötvös
CEO Rolls-Royce Motor Cars



Taking creativity, technology and engineering to a new level of excellence, 
Phantom redefi nes the luxury car market. Every member of the Phantom 
family is hand-built to meet our own exacting standards. The Accessory 
Collection allows you to complement your Rolls-Royce, without 
compromising the powerful presence for which Phantom is renowned.
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Phantom
Designed without compromise
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From engraved lettering on treadplates, to inscriptions on plaques 
and elegantly embroidered headrests, you can personalise a variety of 
features on your Rolls-Royce with initials or monograms. Our highly 
skilled team of craftspeople at Goodwood are focused on achieving 
perfection, using only the fi nest materials and traditional techniques 
to create unique, highly detailed emblems from any design.
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Express your individuality
Personalisation



Personalised illuminated treadplates                       

Illuminated, personalised treadplates work with your Rolls-Royce’s interior lighting  
to create an inviting glow when stepping in and out of the vehicle. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Personalised treadplates                                   
 
Engraved with your own lettering or insignia, discreet treadplates under the front  
and rear doors add a distinctive personal touch.

Available for: All Phantom models

“Strive for perfection in everything you do.   
Take the best that exists and make it better. 
When it does not exist, design it.”
Sir Henry Royce



Personalised plaque              

Embellish the inner panel of the glove compartment with a  
gold or chrome plated plaque bearing a short inscription of 
your choice.

Available for: All Phantom models

Personalised embroidered glove box lid            

Create your own style statement inside the glove box  
lid with embroidered text.

Available for: All Phantom models

Personalised headrests              

Display your individual style by enhancing your headrests 
with an embroidered emblem, monogram or initials in your 
preferred colour. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Personalised cushions              

Filled with soft duck feathers and covered in the finest leather, 
these cushions come in a range of colours, piping and personalised 
embroidery to complement or contrast with the vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Phantom models 9
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Tailored indoor car covers                   

Handmade to the highest standard, our tailored indoor car covers consist of a washable material with a soft and 
breathable fleece liner. Choose a single or dual colour combination from a palette of 18 main colours. For the highest 
level of personalisation, initials, names, crests, insignia or RR monograms can be embroidered into each side of the cover, in 
carefully selected locations. A hard-wearing protective storage bag ensures the cover is well maintained when not in use.

Available for: All Phantom models



Bespoke embroidery
Our bespoke embroidery service allows you to add elegantly embroidered initials or monograms of 
any design (such as those displayed above) to carefully selected locations on each side of the covers. 
A colour palette of 18 shades of cloth is also available to add that extra level of personalisation.
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Accentuate Phantom’s sense of presence and purpose with these 
beautifully crafted exterior options. Choose from a selection of 
highly exclusive items that can be fi tted by your appointed Dealer, 
to give your Rolls-Royce a personal signature. 

Embolden the distinctive presence
Exterior



Spirit of Ecstasy – 24 carat gold                       
 
This instantly recognisable icon of automotive excellence 
has subtly changed shape throughout her life.  Her powerful 
mystique, however, has never diminished and this shining 
example of beauty and grace is now available in solid or  
plated 24-carat gold.

Available for: All Phantom models



A shining example of beauty and grace...
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“A graceful little goddess, the Spirit of Ecstasy, who has selected 
road travel as her supreme delight and alighted on the prow of  
a Rolls-Royce motor car to revel in the freshness of the  
air and the musical sound of her fluttering draperies.”
Charles Sykes, 1911

Spirit of Ecstasy – Solid silver             

The iconic symbol of Rolls-Royce can be specially crafted in 
stunning solid sterling silver, hallmarked to add an extra touch  
of detail and elegance.

Available for: All Phantom models

Spirit of Ecstasy – Illuminated               

Replacing the traditional figurine, the illuminated Spirit of Ecstasy 
lights up to create a striking impression, subtly enhanced by the 
frosted glass effect. The illumination is only activated when the 
welcome lighting is on and the vehicle is stationary.

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility 
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An enigmatic and iconic embodiment of luxury, beauty, grace and effortless speed, the Spirit of Ecstasy is a 
beacon of inspiration to all who craft and enjoy Rolls-Royce motor cars. First commissioned by Rolls-Royce 
in 1911 to sculptor and illustrator Charles Sykes, mystery surrounds her origins yet for more than 100 years 
she has maintained her enchanting presence. As a fitting tribute to this legendary icon, she has now been 
recreated in a variety of precious finishes.



Visible exhaust               

Two visible chrome-plated stainless steel exhausts are 
fitted into the rear bumper. Enjoy the best of both worlds, 
as exhaust noise is barely audible at low speeds, but still 
provides a satisfying growl during acceleration.

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility 

Restyled Phantom door mirrors package            

Designed to blend seamlessly with the exterior, these 
mirrors add a contemporary feel and offer a larger  
field of vision for early Phantoms.

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility 

Phantom front end package             

The remodelled front bumper and polished stainless 
steel grille combine contemporary styling with the early 
Phantom’s timeless presence.

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility 

Number plate surround              

A sophisticated finishing touch, designed to fit US  
standard number plates.

Available for: All Phantom models
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 Brushed steel package           

Bonnet and windscreen surrounds are styled in 
distinctive brushed steel for a dramatic look.

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé  
& Phantom Coupé
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Teak decking               

Taking design cues from the world of yachting, the rear 
teak decking is constructed from over 30 individual pieces 
and protected by a special blend of oils. Designed to 
complement the teak luggage compartment option.

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé



Surrounded by the finest natural materials...

Also available with coolbox, glassware 
and accoutrement set in luggage 
compartment. See page 36.
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Wooden luggage compartment floor                  
 
Bring unique and classic styling to your Phantom Drophead Coupé or Phantom Coupé’s  
luggage compartment with this sumptuous, teak deck-style wooden floor. A perfect  
accompaniment to the teak decking.

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé & Phantom Coupé
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Inspired by the J-class racing yachts of the 1930s which are renowned for their performance and 
use of natural materials.  The result is a car that epitomises romantic, performance motoring.





21" Eleven spoke forged  
alloy wheel   

Style 422

21" Ten spoke forged  
alloy wheel –  part polished    

Style 417

21" Alloy wheel 
     

Style 173

21" Ten spoke forged  
alloy wheel      

Style 417

21" Eleven spoke forged  
alloy wheel – fully polished 

Style 422

21" Alloy wheel – chromed 
     

Style 173
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Our commitment to perfection extends to the finest detailing and wheels are no exception.  
This is why our wheels feature our unique self-righting wheel centres that always display the 
Rolls-Royce monogram the right way up.
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21" Seven spoke alloy wheel  
– part polished             

Style 267

21" Seven spoke alloy wheel  
– fully polished       

Style 267

21" Seven spoke alloy wheel 
     

Style 267

21" Star alloy wheel 
       

Style 289

21" Star alloy wheel  
– part polished   

Style 289

21" Star alloy wheel    
– fully polished   

Style 289
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Phantom’s sumptuous interior is your own private sanctuary. 
Here, meticulous attention to detail and stunning design 
combine to create the ultimate in passenger comfort. Refi ne 
your space further with a choice of items, all perfectly 
tailored to help you work, entertain, or simply relax. 

Refi ned personal luxury
Interior



 Starlight headlining           

Transform the roof of your car into the illusion 
of a star-filled night sky. This special headlining 

material creates a magical ambience using 
hundreds of fibre optic lights. The controls 

in the passenger compartment allow you to 
adjust the brightness of the ‘stars’ to fashion just 

the right relaxing atmosphere.

Front and rear headlining panels are finished in 
black leather to complement the headlining.  

On cars with a sunroof, the sunblind is finished 
in matching cashmere.

Available for: Phantom & Phantom 
Extended Wheelbase
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RR monogram to all headrests             

The interlinked RR monogram can be embroidered into the 
headrests in either a colour-matched or contrasting thread. 
Personalised headrests are also available, please see page 9.

Available for: All Phantom models

Veneered steering wheel spokes             

For a seamless look and feel, the steering wheel spokes can be 
elegantly veneered to match the vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Full veneered fascia              

The upper section of the fascia can be perfectly matched to the 
veneer in your vehicle, including the air vent surround on the 
rear of the driver’s console.

Available for: All Phantom models

Thicker steering wheel              

At 4mm thicker than the standard steering wheel, this option 
gives you increased grip and a sportier feel. The leather wheel 
covering is available in various colour options.

Available for: All Phantom models
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Milled aluminium drinks holder             

Beautifully engineered, milled and polished from solid 
aluminium, this dual drinks holder is practical and fittingly  
stylish. Only available for vehicles with coolbox for  
lounge seats. 

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase

Glass cabinet for individual seats               

Consisting of two compartments, one above the other, this 
glass cabinet fits between the Phantom’s individual rear seats, to 
provide maximum ease of access and extra style. Finished with 
matching tipped leather.

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase

Coolbox for individual seats             

Unwind or celebrate with this coolbox, which is designed to 
chill two standard-sized champagne bottles, or similar. Easily 
reached by both rear passengers, it keeps contents at an 
optimum 4°C/39°F and illuminates when opened. 

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase

Humidor in glove box              

Keep fine cigars in perfect condition in this wood-lined humidor, 
which is trimmed with polished aluminium and leather and 
discreetly tucked away in the glove box. 

Available for: All Phantom models
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Pen set in glove box              

Style and function combine with this discreet glove box set, 
comprising a Conway Stewart RR engraved ink fountain pen, 
ballpoint pen and propelling pencil housed in a polished  
aluminium and leather-trimmed box. 

Available for: All Phantom models
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Step into a sumptuous, uniquely  
designed space...
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Lambs-wool floor mats              

Feel the luxurious softness of lambs-wool underfoot with these 
tailor-made floor mats. Choose from a range of colours to 
match your vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Sisal floor mats               

Designed specifically for the Drophead Coupé, these  
Sisal floor mats evoke a classic nautical feel. 

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé

Tufted floor mats              

These tailor-made mats are comfortable and hard wearing, 
protecting the floor against dust and dirt. Choose your 
preferred colour to match your vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Rear compartment and door curtains               

Either selected separately, or in combination, the electric  
rear compartment and door curtains are tailor-made to  
offer superior privacy for rear occupants. Choose from  
a range of colours to complement your interior styling. 

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer  
for vehicle compatibility
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The iconic Phantom epitomises the masterful blend of technology 
and traditional skills that is the essence of Rolls-Royce. Our touring 
and technology collection is hand-picked to seamlessly connect with 
your lifestyle. Whether it’s business or pleasure, these items allow your 
Phantom to become an effortless extension of your corporate world, 
whether you’re entertaining, attending a social event, or simply working.

Effortlessly combining tradition and connectivity

Touring &
  Technology
Touring &
  Technology
Touring &
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Picnic hamper               

Beautifully designed to fi t in the luggage compartment of 
your vehicle, the hampers are available in either black or tan 
saddle leather with matching picnic tables either in Piano 
Black or crafted to match the vehicle’s veneer.  

Available for: All Phantom models
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When our designers and craftspeople at the 
home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, England, 
channelled their skills into creating a picnic set,
the result always promised to be exceptional.
In total, more than 1,500 hours went into
honing the four person picnic set, which is 
handmade to order.

The result is a hamper made from the fi nest 
oiled teak, hand polished aluminium and saddle 
leather. Ingenious touches include perforated
side panels to assist with airfl ow while offering
the solidity of a trunk. Folding carry handles
are integrated into the sides making the
hamper comfortable to lift. Attention to
classic Rolls-Royce detailing is refl ected in the 
hidden magnetic retention of the bread knife.

Explore the Great Outdoors...



Coolbox, glassware and accoutrement  
  set in luggage compartment

Incorporate all your drinks accessories seamlessly 
under the luggage compartment floor, including 

a coolbox with space for two standard-sized 
champagne bottles, a complete glassware and 

accoutrement set, towels and a corkscrew. 

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé  
& Phantom Coupé

Image shown includes the  
wooden luggage  

compartment floor,  
see page 19.



Also available, wooden luggage 
compartment floor, see page 19.
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Leather trimmed luggage compartment                   

Expertly crafted in every detail, this luggage compartment, including the hinge cover lids,  
is trimmed with leather to match Phantom’s interior trim colours.

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé & Phantom Coupé
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Open up to unexpected hidden luxury...
We believe even the most functional areas of the Phantom can be tailored to your 
personal taste, with the same uncompromising level of engineering technology 
and traditional craftsmanship.





A fitting tribute to craftsmanship and quality...
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Luggage               

Handmade to order and crafted in classic tan saddle 
leather, Rolls-Royce detailing is embroidered on  
the inner liners and engraved into the catches  
on the cases. 

4 piece set:  Comprises x4 Weekender bags 
5 piece set:  Comprises x4 Weekender bags   
  and x1 Accessory bag 
6 piece set:  Comprises x4 Weekender bags,  
  x1 Accessory bag and x1 Shoe bag

Available for: All Phantom models 
(6 piece set only available for Phantom & Phantom 
Extended Wheelbase)
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Beautifully designed into substantial and wear-resistant pieces by Rolls-Royce’s Bespoke Studio at 
Goodwood, the leather exudes a reassuring aroma of tannins created by the mix of bark, wood and 
berries used to stabilise the pigment. Nestling neatly into the Phantom’s luggage compartment, 
this superb range is finished with subtle Rolls-Royce detailing inside and out, including monogrammed 
catches and embroidered lining. This is, quite simply, the last word in luxury luggage.



 Bumper protection apron

Made by hand from the softest leather, this apron protects the 
bumper and rear paintwork from damage during loading and 

rolls up, out of the way, when not in use.

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase
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Portable leather trimmed coolbag            

Every element of convenience for your journey has been considered 
with this removable and portable coolbag. Trimmed with leather to 
match the vehicle’s interior, the cooling system is powered by the 
vehicle via a 12v auxiliary power socket in the luggage compartment.

Available for: All Phantom models

Luggage compartment net             

Protect loose or small items by storing them safely  
in these nets attached to the floor and sides of the  
luggage compartment. 

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase

Lambs-wool luggage compartment mat            

Made to match the lambs-wool floor mats, this beautifully soft 
mat offers a protective surface for delicate items while also 
giving easy access to the Phantom’s additional storage.

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase

Rubber luggage compartment mat            

This rubberised, non-slip mat provides extra protection for  
the luggage compartment floor and your luggage. 

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase
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 Universal remote control*           

Rather than having to carry remote controls in your car, you can now enter 
or leave a property at the touch of three buttons. These are fi tted on a 
replacement rear view mirror which can be programmed with remote 

control functions such as the open/close function for a garage door or gate.  

It can also be used for a range of other remote control functions such as 
turning lights or other vehicle appliances on and off. 

Please note: Restrictions on use of Remote Control apply in certain 
countries. Please check with your Dealer for details.

Available for: Phantom & Phantom Extended Wheelbase
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*A trademark of Apple Computers, Inc  
†A trademark of Research in Motion Limited, registered in the US and other countries

Snap-in adapter               

These convenient snap-in adapters connect your mobile 
phone to the vehicle’s external aerial, which boosts 
reception and charges the phone’s battery at the 
same time. Suitable for Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson, 
BlackBerry† and Apple* mobile telephones. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Front and reverse camera             

This dual camera system linked to the front and back  
of the vehicle helps the driver judge time and distance 
more accurately when pulling out from junctions and 
during reversing.

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility

Luggage compartment safe             

Enjoy ultimate peace of mind when transporting valuable 
items. The safe is discreetly fitted out of sight in one of the 
storage compartments beneath the luggage compartment 
floor and is secured directly to Phantom’s space frame for 
extra security. It is locked and opened using an electronic 
pin number. 

Available for: All Phantom models

The clear and uncluttered interior belies the amount of technology you can have at your fingertips 
with Phantom. Everything is designed to work in unison with the result being simplistic control and a 
dynamic sense of connectivity whilst on the road,  making driving an effortless pleasure. A selection  
of interior refinements are available to make every journey more enjoyable.

Stay connected, even whilst on the move... 
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Every Rolls-Royce motor car benefi ts from the expert care of 
over 60 skilled craftspeople and technicians. This same meticulous 
attention to detail has been the inspiration behind our products 
that are designed to protect and look after your vehicle. 

Car Care &
  Protection

Safeguarding the pristine factory fi nish



Outdoor car cover              

Protect your vehicle from the elements, come rain or shine. 
This breathable, waterproof material refl ects the heat, so 
high temperatures do not adversely affect the interior. Each 
side of the cover features subtle RR monograms and a 
securing strap holds it in place perfectly.

Available for: All Phantom models

Indoor car cover                

Protect your Rolls-Royce’s paintwork from dust, damp, as well 
as accidental knocks and scrapes. Made from a breathable 
stretch-fabric, and featuring twin embroidered RR monograms, 
it is elegantly stowed away in its own storage bag when not 
in use. Personalised indoor car covers are also available, 
please see page 10.

Available for: All Phantom models

Car cover, air fl ow storage system              

Keep your Rolls-Royce in pristine condition in a dust, dirt 
and damp-free environment. This hard-wearing infl atable 
cover creates a dry micro-climate, with twin fans 
continuously circulating air around the vehicle.

Available for: All Phantom models

Winter wheels and tyres               

There’s no need to compromise on comfort and elegance, 
even in the most hazardous winter conditions. Offering up to 
20% better road grip in temperatures under 7°C/44°F, the 
sophisticated tread design provides greater traction on mud, 
ice and fresh or melting snow. The risk of aquaplaning on wet 
roads is also reduced.

Available for: All Phantom models
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Swissol car care kit*              

Treat your vehicle to professional grade Swissol car care products. 
This carefully selected kit contains everything needed to keep a 
Rolls-Royce in pristine condition. All the items are conveniently 
presented and stored in an RR monogrammed carry bag.

Available for: All Phantom models

Snow chains               

Rolls-Royce snow chains improve traction, braking distance 
and driving stability in snow or ice, essential for ski trips or 
life in colder climates. 

Available for: Please consult your appointed Dealer for 
vehicle compatibility 

Battery conditioner              

This mains-powered battery conditioner with  
LED indicator ensures an optimum charge level  
is always maintained. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Fire extinguisher*              

Positioned discreetly, but within easy reach in the  
passenger footwell. Please check with your Dealer  
about country-specific fire extinguisher requirements. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Car care kit*               

Ensure that the inside and outside of your Rolls-Royce is 
maintained to the highest standards with this luxury car 
care kit. It comes packaged in an RR monogrammed carry 
case. A matt paint cleaning product is also available. 

Available for: All Phantom models

Unique cleaning products for Drophead Coupé*           

Products made specifically to maintain the unique elements 
of the Drophead Coupé, including teak, stainless steel and 
soft top cleaner.

Available for: Phantom Drophead Coupé
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*Restrictions on use apply in certain countries. Please check with your Dealer for details.



Ghost is the quintessential Rolls-Royce: dynamic yet comfortable, technologically 
advanced yet seductively simple. Everything is designed, engineered and crafted to 
create an exhilarating, immersive experience. Where hidden technology assists, but 
never intrudes on the driving experience. Cocooned in your own private sanctuary, 
even the longest journey leaves you feeling relaxed and composed.

This same design ethos is refl ected across the entire range of Ghost accessories. Each 
item offers a unique opportunity to tailor your vehicle in just the way you choose.  

Personalisation....................................................... 50 

Exterior...................................................................... 54 

Interior........................................................................ 60 

Touring & Technology......................................... 64 

Car Care & Protection...................................... 68 

Ghost
Simplicity out of complexity
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Personalised engraved treadplates            

Engraved with your own initials, wording or insignia, these 
treadplates complement and enhance Ghost’s refi ned, 
modern interior. Finished in high quality polished chrome with 
a design or black infi ll text, they create a distinctive, personal 
statement when entering and exiting the front and rear doors 
of the vehicle. Can also be fi tted with Polished stainless steel 
treadstrips for an extra touch of personalisation.

Available for: All Ghost models

Polished stainless steel treadstrips            

These are an alternative to the standard satin effect entry 
strips and luggage compartment sill cover. The polished 
stainless steel fi nish adds a cool, contemporary air to the 
interior as you enter and leave the vehicle. For a highly 
personal fi nishing touch, Personalised engraved treadplates can 
also be fi tted, enhancing Ghost’s dynamic qualities even further.

Available for: All Ghost models

Personalised cushions              

Filled with soft duck feathers and covered in the fi nest 
leather, these cushions come in a range of colours, piping 
and personalised embroidery to complement or contrast 
with the vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Ghost models

Elegant car covers sporting individual emblems that can be created from any design. Hand-
embroidered initials on personalised cushions. Bespoke monograms engraved on treadplates. 
However you personalise your Ghost, the highly skilled designers and craftspeople at the unique 
Goodwood factory extend the same meticulous care to every unique piece they create. The 
vision is clear – to achieve the unsurpassed level of detail for which Rolls-Royce is renowned.

Refi ned and distinctive luxury
Personalisation



Tailored indoor car covers                   

Handmade to the highest standard, these tailored indoor car covers consist of a washable material with a soft and 
breathable fleece liner. Choose a single or dual colour combination from a palette of 18 main colours. For the highest 
level of personalisation, initials, names, crests, insignia or RR monograms can be embroidered into each side of the cover, in 
carefully selected locations. A hard-wearing protective storage bag ensures the cover is well maintained when not in use.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Bespoke embroidery
Our bespoke embroidery service allows you to add elegantly embroidered initials or monograms of 
any design (such as those displayed above) to carefully selected locations on each side of the covers. 
A colour palette of 18 shades of cloth is also available to add that extra level of personalisation.



Silver satin package       

A special matt ‘Silver Satin’ paint finish for exterior parts  
of the vehicle, including the grille, windscreen surround  
and bonnet, provides a contrasting and dynamic accent  
to Ghost’s charismatic presence.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Restyled mirror kit                      

Flowing seamlessly into the vehicle’s exterior lines, while still 
maintaining a high level of vision, the restyled dimensions of 
these mirrors offer an alternative to the standard version fi tted 
on Ghost models built before September 2011. 

Please note: This mirror kit is available for vehicles with or without 
a Top View Camera system. 

Available for: All Ghost models

Visible exhaust                      

Two visible chrome-plated stainless steel exhausts are fi tted into 
the rear bumper. Enjoy the best of both worlds, as exhaust noise 
is barely audible at low speeds, but still provides a satisfying growl 
during acceleration.

Available for: All Ghost models
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No other motor car personifi es the essence of Rolls-Royce quite like Ghost. Our selection 
of exterior options from The Accessory Collection only serve to emphasise the dynamic, 
yet informal character of this timeless classic. With every carefully designed item in the 
range staying true to Ghost’s design philosophy... the power of simplicity.

Seductively simple, yet incredibly advanced
Exterior



Spirit of Ecstasy – solid silver             

The iconic symbol of Rolls-Royce can be specially crafted in 
solid sterling silver, complete with hallmark, to add an extra 
touch of subtle elegance.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Spirit of Ecstasy – 24 carat gold                                     
 
This instantly recognisable icon of automotive excellence has subtly changed shape throughout her life. Her powerful mystique,  
however, has never diminished. As a fitting tribute to this legendary figure, the original Spirit of Ecstasy figurine has now been  
created in solid or plated 24 carat gold.

Available for: All Ghost models
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An even more precious little goddess...
Each Spirit of Ecstasy is hand crafted by experts to the highest Rolls-Royce standards using a 
5,000 year old method known as the ‘lost wax process’.

An injection wax pattern is taken from the pattern mould, before being assembled onto a riser, 
dipped, and coated in shell. The wax is then melted out and the metal of choice is poured into the 
mould at 1,500 degrees Centigrade. Crafting the precise detailing in these fine quality castings takes 
time, with each Spirit of Ecstasy taking approximately one working week to complete.



20" Seven spoke alloy wheel 
– gloss black                 

Style 274

All of our vehicles follow the classic 2:1 ratio of wheel to body height and 
our new factory approved Gloss Black finish is no exception. Endorsed by 
our engineers and designers, its highly contemporary and informal style 
elegantly matches Ghost’s dynamic characteristics. 
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20" Seven spoke alloy wheel  
– chromed   

Style 274

19" Nine spoke alloy wheel
     
Style 273

20" Forged alloy wheel 
               

Style 420

20" Seven spoke alloy wheel
     
Style 274

20" Forged alloy wheel  
– part polished                 

Style 420

20" Forged alloy wheel  
– fully polished   

Style 420
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Coolbox             
 
Inside its inviting illuminated 
interior with integral mirror, there’s 
space for two 0.75 litre champagne 
bottles, including safe storage for 
champagne glasses. The two stage 
cooling settings keep drink and 
food at the perfect temperature. 
Then for added convenience and 
conviviality, a glass holder can be 
securely fixed to the cup-holders 
in the rear armrest.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Picnic tables                                       
 
With their elegant fold-out operation, fi nished with a luxurious trim, these picnic tables are perfect for both work and refreshments. 
Rear passengers especially will enjoy the convenience of this smart and easy to use accessory. 

Please note: Rear Entertainment package is not included.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Ghost’s interior is refi ned and comfortable, offering a tranquil and sociable space. This 
simple yet contemporary interior can be tailored to suit your specifi cation with a range of 
handpicked features. Items that will help ensure every journey however long, leaves you 
feeling relaxed and ready to face the day, or evening ahead. 

Elegance and comfort in equal measure
Interior



The complete spectrum 
of individual choice...
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Tufted floor mats              

These tailor-made mats are comfortable and hard wearing, 
protecting the carpet against dust and dirt. Choose your preferred 
colour to match your vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Ghost models

Rear curtain kit               

Enhance the feeling of privacy for rear occupants with electric 
curtains that are easily controlled from armrests in the back seats 
or on the driver’s door. Available as a rear windscreen curtain, or 
complete rear compartment curtains, including side windows.

Available for: All Ghost models

Lambs-wool floor mats              

Feel the luxurious softness of lambs-wool underfoot with these 
tailor-made floor mats. Choose from a range of colours to match 
your vehicle’s interior. 

Available for: All Ghost models

RR monogram to all headrests             

The interlinked RR monogram can be embroidered into the 
headrests in either a colour-matched or contrasting thread.

Available for: All Ghost models



Infrared headphones        

Specially designed for use with the rear entertainment 
system on Ghost, the infrared headphones deliver 
excellent sound quality and comfort.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Apple iPod/iPhone cable          

Connect an Apple iPod* or iPhone* to Ghost’s audio system via the 
USB audio interface in the centre console. The cable also charges 
the devices when in use.

The cable can be used for iPhone 5* with a suitable adaptor.

Available for: All Ghost models

Snap-in adapter           

These snap-in adapters connect your mobile phone to the vehicle’s 
external aerial, which boosts reception and charges the phone’s 
battery at the same time. Suitable for Nokia, Motorola, 
Sony Ericsson, BlackBerry† and Apple* mobile telephones. 

Available for: All Ghost models
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Touring &
  Technology
Touring &
  Technology
Touring &

As the most advanced Rolls-Royce motor car ever built, the Ghost has its own range
of touring and technology accessories which enhance its potential for any occasion.

Effortless connectivity

*A trademark of Apple Computers, Inc 
†A trademark of Research in Motion Limited, registered in the US and other countries



 Wireless car hotspot

Whether you’re stationary or on the move, you can browse 
the internet and read your emails easily and reliably. Installed 

in the front centre armrest, there are two operating modes to 
choose from, either a hotspot or as a hotspot and telephone. 
This wireless device switches automatically between 2G and 

3G networks, ensuring the best possible network connection. 
Several WLAN devices can also be connected simultaneously.

Please note: Restrictions on use apply in certain countries.  
Please check with your appointed Dealer for details

Available for: All Ghost models
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Universal remote control                         
  
Rather than having to carry remote controls in your car, you can now enter or leave a property at the touch of three buttons.  
These are fitted on a replacement rear view mirror which can be programmed with remote control functions such as the  
open/close function for a garage door or gate. It can also be used for a range of other remote control functions such as  
turning lights or other vehicle appliances on and off. 

Please note: Restrictions on use of Remote Control apply in certain countries. Please check with your Dealer for details.

Available for: All Ghost models

Portable leather trimmed coolbag            

Every element of convenience for your journey and beyond 
has been considered with this easily removed and portable 
coolbag. Trimmed with leather to match the vehicle’s interior, 
the cooling system is powered by the vehicle via a 12v 
auxiliary power socket in the luggage compartment.

Available for: All Ghost models

The latest technology at your fingertips...



Winter wheels and tyres             

There’s no need to compromise on comfort and elegance, 
even in the most hazardous winter conditions. Offering up 
to 20% better road grip in temperatures under 7°C/44°F, 
the sophisticated tread design provides greater traction on 
mud, ice and fresh or melting snow. The risk of aquaplaning 
on wet roads is also reduced. Fits 19” alloy wheels only.  
Please contact your appointed Dealer for more information.

Available for: All Ghost models
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Snow chains               

Rolls-Royce snow chains improve traction, braking distance 
and driving stability in snow or ice, essential for ski trips or life 
in colder climates. Fits 19” alloy wheels only.  Please contact 
your appointed Dealer for more information.

Available for: All Ghost models

Battery conditioner              

This mains-powered battery conditioner with LED indicator 
ensures an optimum charge level is always maintained.

Available for: All Ghost models

Fire extinguisher              

Positioned discreetly, but within easy reach in the passenger 
footwell. Please check with your appointed Dealer about 
country-specifi c fi re extinguisher requirements and 
restrictions on use.

Available for: All Ghost models

Car Care &
  Protection

Every Rolls-Royce motor car benefi ts from the expert care of over 60 skilled craftspeople 
and technicians. This same meticulous attention to detail has been the inspiration behind 
our products that are designed to protect and look after your vehicle. 

Maintaining automotive perfection



Reassuring protection come rain or shine...



Silver satin cleaner*              

Ghost’s unique, silver satin paint finish can be maintained safely 
with this tailor-made cleaning product. 

Available for: All Ghost models

Car care kit*               

Ensure that the inside and outside of your Rolls-Royce is 
maintained to the highest standards with this luxury car care 
kit. It comes packaged in an RR monogrammed carry case.  
A matt paint cleaning product is also available. 

Available for: All Ghost models

Swissol car care kit*              

Treat the interior and exterior of your vehicle to professional 
grade Swissol car care products. This carefully selected kit 
contains everything needed to protect and keep a Rolls-Royce 
in pristine condition. All the items are conveniently presented 
and stored in an RR monogrammed carry bag.

Available for: All Ghost models 71
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Outdoor car cover              

Protect your vehicle from the elements, come rain or shine. 
This breathable, waterproof material reflects the heat, so 
high temperatures do not adversely affect the interior. Each 
side of the cover features subtle RR monograms and a 
securing strap holds it in place perfectly.

Available for: All Ghost models

Indoor car cover              

Protect the paintwork of your Rolls-Royce from dust, damp, 
as well as accidental knocks and scrapes. Made from a 
breathable stretch-fabric, and featuring twin embroidered 
RR monograms, it is elegantly stowed away in its own 
storage bag when not in use. Personalised indoor car  
covers are also available, please see page 52.

Available for: All Ghost models

Car cover, air flow storage system            

Keep your Rolls-Royce in pristine condition in a dust,  
dirt and damp-free environment. This hard-wearing 
inflatable cover creates a dry micro-climate, with twin  
fans continuously circulating air around the vehicle.

Available for: All Ghost models

*Restrictions on use apply in certain countries. Please check with your Dealer for details.



There is an effortless elegance that flows through every Rolls-Royce motor car. 
The same is true of The Collection. These exquisite gifts are unrivalled in their 
levels of luxury and attention to detail and timeless in their appeal. Following 
the finest traditions of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, each item represents the very 
pinnacle of luxury in both craftsmanship and design. In the early 20th century, 
Sir Henry Royce famously urged his employees to strive for perfection in all that 
they did. Today, we are proud to embrace these principles, combining simplicity 
of design with the very finest materials to create a stunning range of luxury gifts.

           The  
Collection
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 Sterling silver Spirit of Ecstasy cufflinks
  

These beautifully crafted cufflinks are modelled on 
the iconic Spirit of Ecstasy. Made from sterling silver, 

the cufflinks carry the 925 hallmark and are fully 
rhodium plated to help prevent tarnishing.

Dimensions: 23x12x27mm
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Men’s wallet            
  
Holding eight cards, with two pockets for 
banknotes, this classic design is finished in the 
finest soft nappa black leather with a black suede 
lining and contrasting seashell interior.

Dimensions: 112x98x20mm
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Business card case           
  

Finished in black leather with a black suede 
lining and grey contrast stitching this case  
opens to reveal a light seashell interior.

Dimensions: 105x70x22mm

iPhone case            
  

Protect your iPhone with this specially 
designed sleeve. Crafted in high quality black 
leather with contrasting seashell interior.

iPhone 3/4: Dimensions: 128x75x13mm

iPhone 5:  Dimensions: 135x80x13mm 

iPad case            
  

Made from black leather and complemented 
by a black suede lining and contrasting 
seashell interior, this sleek case is suitable for 
the iPad 2 and iPad 3.

Dimensions: 260x197x10mm

Ladies’ and men’s Sterling  
Silver fountain pen  
  
These timelessly stylish fountain pens  
are crafted in Germany from hallmarked  
925 sterling silver and feature elegant  
Art Deco inspired black accents. Their  
high quality feel is further enhanced by  
the engraved Rolls-Royce monogram  
on the lid and adaptable plunge refill  
mechanism that can be used instead  
of the ink cartridges provided.

Ladies:  Dimensions: 137x12mm

Mens:    Dimensions: 140x13mm
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www.rolls-roycemotorcars.com

For further information regarding any of the
items in The Accessory Collection, including vehicle
specific compatibility, fitted prices and lead-times
please consult your Rolls-Royce Motor Cars
authorised dealership/workshop.

All illustrations and specifications are based upon current information available
as at July 2013. Colours may vary. Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited reserves
the right to make changes at any time without notice.

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited makes all reasonable efforts to provide accurate
information, however, there is no guarantee of accuracy. No liability is assumed
by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited. Additional information may be obtained
from your Rolls-Royce Motor Cars authorised dealership/workshop.

US distributor: Rolls-Royce Motor Cars NA, LLC, Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677-7731.

© Copyright Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited 2013. Not to be reproduced
or transmitted. The Rolls-Royce name and logo are registered trade marks
and are owned by Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited.

Part number: 01 41 2 355 378


